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Note: The references to volumes containing articles are to be found in the book Hickey, Raymond 2014. *A Dictionary of Varieties of English*. Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell which is available in our library.


Dollinger, Stefan (ed.) 2011. *A Dictionary of Canadianisms on Historical Principles Online*. Based on Avis et al. (1967). With the assistance of Laurel J. Brinton and Margery Fee. (Online dictionary)
http://faculty.arts.ubc.ca/sdollinger/dchp2.htm.


**Relationship to American English**


**Toronto**


**Ottawa Valley**


**Quebec English**


Walker, James A. 2007. ‘“There’s bears back there”: Plural existentials and
vernacular universals in (Quebec) English’, *English World-Wide* 28.2: 147-166.

**Montreal**


**Nova Scotia**


**Prince Edward Island**


**Newfoundland**


**Bungi**
